2005 dodge caravan blower motor resistor
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Grade:. Part Category:. Part Placement:. I have the glove box removed, and can see the resistor
on the interior firewall. Don't want to change the resistor, already confirmed that's not the
problem. Don't want to randomly start taking housings off to hunt for blower motor. Sorry, can't
donate much, I've been laid off and unemployment isn't paying the bills as it is. Heater problem
Dodge Caravan 6 cyl Front Wheel Drive Manual I desperately need an image or diagram showing
exactly what to remove to access the front blower motor. Am I correct in thinking that the
upside down dome shape in last pic is the housing that I need to remove? Also, any other
advice to facilitate the process would be appreciated. Do you. Yes you are wright but befor you
remove that check for power going to the green and black wires you see in the first pic you
should have 12 volts there also check the relay for the blower motor Was this answer. Yes, there
is power to green and black wires. Also, we switched relays from an Intrepid that the blower
motor did work on before it's 2. Was this answer. Ok the motor is in the part in the bottom pic
Was this answer. Thanks for your help! I put the new blower motor in, but nothing changed. I
have no blower at any setting, still. Has there been an issue with the switch itself in the dash
console , that you are aware of? Might it be stuck on "off", or grounded out, or something?
Also, out of curiosity, once we had the old blower motor out, and nothing had changed, we ran
juice to it with it laying on the bench, and it operates. On thing I did notice, but not sure how
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control unit the same in the '02 Intrepid? I have the dead Intrepid still decorating my pasture,
and the outside of the console looks identical - if the control unit inside is the same, it would
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Product List Price:. Features: Direct replacement for a proper fit every time Also available in a
kit that includes the harness, an essential component of most repairs Easy to install
High-quality, durable construction. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Dorman
Blower Motor Resistor - Front. Dorman Blower Motor Resistor - Rear. Climate Control. Brock
Blower Motor Resistor - Front. Product Remark: Without Climate Control. Four Seasons Blower
Motor Relay. Features: Precision engineered OE style molded connectors Quality contacts
ensure proper conductivity Vehicle specific applications. Four Seasons Blower Motor Resistor.
Features: Precision engineered OE style connectors Quality contacts ensure proper
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lications. Forecast Blower Motor Relay. Forecast Blower Motor Resistor - Front. Temp Control.
Mopar Blower Motor Resistor - Rear. Mopar Blower Motor Resistor - Center. Mopar Blower
Motor Resistor - Front. Mopar W Blower Motor Resistor. Metrix Blower Motor Resistor - Front.
Metrix W Blower Motor Resistor. In earlier vehicles, they are used to directly turn the
compressor off to avoid compressor failure. Autotecnica Blower Motor Resistor - Front.
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Features: Direct replacement for a proper fit every time Also available in a kit that includes the
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